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goals) for co-clustering. For example, in academic net
works, a user who wants to find group of authors with
the same affiliation may also be looking for groups
of authors tackling similar problems. When exploring
the same data, different users demand different co
clusterings.

Abstract-Recent years, social network has attracted many
attentions from research communities in data mining, social
science and mobile etc, since users can create different types
of information due to different actions and the information gives
us the opportunities to better understand the insights of people's
social lives. Co-clustering is an important technique to detect
patterns and phenomena of two types of closely related objects.
For example, in a location based social network, places can
be clustered with regards to location and category, respectively

•

They are unable to pick most relevant features
for

and users can be clustered w.r.t. their location and interests,

multiple co-c1usterings with different

goals

together. Different features are related to different

respectively. Therefore, there are usually some latent goals behind

goals. To determine which feature is more important to
which goal, it is beneficial to consider multiple goals
simultaneously.

a co-clustering application. However, traditionally, co-clustering
methods are not specifically designed to handle multiple goals.
That leaves certain drawbacks, i.e., it cannot guarantee that
objects satisfying each individual goal would be clustered into the
same cluster. However, in many cases, clusters of objects meeting
the same goal is required, e.g., a user may want to search places
within one category but in different locations. In this paper, we
propose a goal-oriented co-clustering model, which could generate
co-c1usterings with regards to different goals simultaneously. By
this method, we could get co-c1usterings containing objects with
desired aspects of information from the original data source. Seed
features sets are pre-selected to represent goals of co-c1usterings.
By generating expanded feature sets from seed feature sets, the

In this paper, we propose a new approach, namely goal
oriented co-clustering, to solve co-clustering problem. Rather
than obtaining one optimal co-clustering from the data, goal
oriented co-clustering finds different co-clusterings with re
gards to different goals. There are three key challenges to fulfill
this purpose.
•

Traditional unsupervised co-clustering
did not consider any user provided information. There
fore, it is hard to perform co-clustering with a desired
goal. Another algorithm available in literature called
semi-supervised co-clustering [4] could utilize user
provided information to help with co-clustering. This
technique requires users to provide a large amount
of information that contains "must-link" or "cannot
link" objects, which are co-clustering constraints. In
order to achieve desired co-clustering results, we need
reasonable large set of such constraints. It is unrealistic
for users to provide a high quality set of constraints.

proposed model concurrently co-clustering objects and assigning
other features to different feature clusters.

I.

INTRODU C TION

Co-clustering, the process of clustering two types of ob
jects, has become a popular topic in many applications. Co
clustering can be applied to various data mining applications,
for example, in text mining to identify similar documents and
word clusters [ 1], in social recommendation system to create
recommendation systems that predict movie ratings based on
the co-clustering relationship between user groups and movie
clusters [2], in academic networks to explore author groups
and their interplay with conference clusters [3].

•

We
should keep in mind that each type of object could
associate with multiple mutually unrelated features.
The objects can be co-clustered according to different
goals. Each goal is depicted by a bunch of features. In
order to get goal-oriented co-clusterings, we need to
assign features specifically casted to that goal. How to
make full use of these features towards different goals
is a big challenge. If all features are utilized indiscrim
inately, they could interfere with each other, resulting
in wasted features as well as poor co-clustering output.

•

Concurrent co-clustering on different goals: To
ensure the quality of co-clusterings, it is beneficial to
learn subspace and iteratively improve the associated

User's expectation (clustering goal) is a critical objective
in co-clustering. Unfortunately, most existing co-clustering
approaches did not consider user's expectation, since they
just generate groups of similar objects. Whether the grouping
results can live up to user's expectation or not is beyond
the scope of existing approaches. Such approaches may lead
to undesirable co-clusterings. Therefore, the traditional co
clustering algorithms are missing the following two aspects
w.r.t. goals.
•

They are unable to concurrently generate multiple

User
may have varying expectations (different clustering
co-c1usterings according to different goals.
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Devising effective ways of capturing user provided
information:

Utilizing multiple features to represent goals:
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•

seed feature expansion to capture goal: We devise
an approach to utilize user provided information to
select goal-related features.

•

subspace and spectral learning: We integrate sub
space learning technique with spectral learning based
co-clustering to avoid learning unrelated co-clustering.

•

location-based social network application: We apply
goal-oriented co-clustering model on location-based
social network data to cluster users and places.

seed feature sets
data source
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The experimental evaluation shows that the proposed model
can result in better performance with regards to clustering qual
ity. Additional, three case studies are performed to demonstrate
the effectiveness of co-clustering for users and places. We also
illustrate a possible way of making recommendation in social
networks through one case study.

2.

Fig. 1: Example of goal-oriented co-clustering model.

II.
feature set for each goal. Current co-clustering ap
proaches did not provide any learning mechanism dur
ing co-clustering process. By integrating co-clustering
and subspace learning technique, these two tasks could
reinforce each other and achieve better results.
Location-based social network has attracted many atten
tions recently. Mobile users share the places they visited by
"check-in" to places. To encourage mobile users to explore
new places, location recommendation service is an essential
function to website providers. For this reason, location recom
mendation has emerged as a hot topic recently. Co-clustering
technique has been proved to be a powerful technique in social
recommendation [3]. It is encouraged to explore goal-oriented
co-clustering technique to help location recommendation.
In Figure 1, we use Foursquare data as an example to
explain the motivation of multiple goal co-clusterings. The
left box represents Foursquare data set which contains check
in information. We have two users with different goals. The
first one wants to search a group of places in the same
neighborhood and he selects the city and zip code as seed
features (orange file), while the second one wants to search
a group of places of one category and she uses keywords
like 'Entertainment' as seed feature (orange file). Each set
of features (could be only one) selected by users is defined
as a seed feature set. Inputs of goal-oriented co-clustering
model include seed feature sets (in this scenario, two seed
feature sets) and other features which are not specified by
users. Eventually, the model creates two co-clusterings. In co
clustering 1, places in the same neighborhood will be clustered
into one group, and users always checking in at the same
neighborhood will be clustered into one group. In co-clustering
2, places with similar functions will be grouped into one
cluster, and users always checking in at places with similar
functions will be grouped into one cluster.
To summarize, our goal-oriented co-clustering models are
novel in four folds.
•

We introduce a novel frame
work to consider goal-oriented idea in the setting of
co-clustering.
goal-based approach:
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PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we formally define the problem of goal
oriented co-clusterings. First of all, we introduce some notation
conventions. Capital-based letters such as E, K, D are used
as matrices and script letters such as Vr, Vc as vertex sets. Eij
denotes the (i, j)-th element of E.
Co-clustering allows clustering of the rows and columns of
a matrix simultaneously. Spectral co-clustering is one popular
approach among co-clustering algorithms that transforms co
clustering problem as a partition problem on a bipartite graph.
Since the proposed models are based on spectral co-clustering,
graph based notations will be used.
Denote the bipartite graph as G
(Vr, Vc, E). It contains
two sets of vertices Vr and Vc. In this paper, set Vr is the set of
places (businesses) and set Vc the set of users (reviewers). For
convenience of discussion, we call the vertices in Vr as "place
vertices", while vertices in Vc as "user vertices". Matrix E
is composed of elements that represent edges between place
vertices and user vertices. Each element, Eij, is a check-in
(review) performed by a user Vci E Vc in one place (business)
Vrj E Vr. Therefore, the adjacency matrix of the bipartite
graph, denoted as K, can be written as
=

K
III.

=

[�T �]

( 1)

PROPOSED MODEL

Spectral Co-Clustering Spectral co-clustering is a co
clustering algorithm that transforms co-clustering problem as
a partition problem on a bipartite graph. "Row vertices" and
"column vertices" in the context of bipartite graph refer to
original rows and columns of matrix in co-clustering problem.
Each edge in the bipartite graph corresponds to an element of
matrix in co-clustering problem. The partition problem on a
bipartite graph aims to simultaneously partition row vertices
Vr into k place clusters and column vertices Vc into k user
clusters. Spectral co-clustering tends to find minimum cut
vertex partitions in a bipartite graph between row vertices
and columns vertices. The optimal solution of this graph
partitioning problem can be solved by calculating eigenvectors
of a system.
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Goal-oriented co-clustering framework We propose a
framework for goal-oriented co-clustering which contains two
components. One component is to generate multiple co
clusterings, which is the main purpose of the framework.
The other component is a subspace learning technique. The
subspace learning technique is optional for the purpose of
goal-oriented co-clustering. However, this technique could sig
nificantly enhance the goal-oriented co-clustering results. We
propose two models, simple goal-oriented co-clustering model
(SGCC) and full goal-oriented co-clustering model (FGCC).
SGCC model only contains the first component. It takes seed
feature sets as input and directly produce co-clusterings. Note
that the seed feature sets may have not covered all features.
Those features not yet included in the seed feature sets may
share similar semantics and then be helpful for improving
co-clustering quality. Therefore, we propose FGCC model
to handle additional features. For the specific location-based
social network co-clustering problem we study in this paper,
the aforementioned goals are all about places and the features
are also for places. Although A few features for user are
also utilized in the proposed algorithms, features for user
are not necessary for goal-oriented co-clustering. Therefore,
user features are included for all goals and they are not
processed in subspace learning. The feature in the following
context will refer to place features exclusively. The following
Sections Ill-A and IlI-B present SGCC and FGCC models in
details.

A. Simple Goal-oriented co-clustering model (SGCC)

In this section, we will introduce simple goal-oriented
co-clustering model (SGCC), the first proposed model un
der the goal-oriented co-clustering framework. SGCC model
takes seed feature sets as input and directly produces co
clusterings. Since seed feature sets are provided by users, they
contain semantic information related to user's clustering goals.
Therefore, the seed feature sets can be used to supervise co
clustering towards user's clustering goals.
As defined in Section II, given a bipartite graph G =
(Vr) Vc) E), not only the edge weight between different type of

objects, such as place vertices and user vertices are considered,
similarities between the same type of objects utilizing object's
features are also considered. Thus, with these information
taken into account, the adjacency matrix becomes
(2)

where matrix Kr is the similarity matrix of place vertices and
matrix Kc is the similarity matrix of user vertices. In this
case, the graph is no longer a bipartite graph since it includes
links between any two vertices of the same kind. Since place
features for different goal are different, matrix Kr will vary.
Matrix Kc remains the same for different co-clustering. The
objective function of multiple co-clusterings is defined as:
minimize

uq

subject to

LTr(U�LqUq)
q
Uq(kfUq(s)= 0, if k i= s
U�Uq=I

[�::], Lq = D - Kq, D = [�r riJ
Kq = [�¥ :'cJ , [DrJii = Lj Eij , [Dclii = Lj Eji,
where

Uq =

Uq i s the

q-th co-c ustering solution. Uqr i s the place vertex
partition matrix of the q-th co-clustering and Uqc is the user
vertex partition matrix of the q-th co-clustering. The entry
[UqrJij = 1 if and only if place vertex Vri belongs to j-th
place cluster. Uq (k) and Uq (s) are k-th and s-th columns
of Uq respectively. Kq is the adjacency matrix corresponding
to q-th co-clustering. Kqr is the similarity matrix of place
vertices corresponding to q-th co-clustering. Matrix Lq is a
laplacian matrix. Laplacian matrix is a matrix representation
of the graph. According to spectral graph theory, we can study
the property of bipartite graph by studying the fundamental
characteristics of laplacian matrix, such as eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, etc. The constraint is selected to satisfy the
following criterion: for a specific co-clustering goal, a single
object cannot belong to multiple clusters. Each co-clustering
solution is achieved by selecting k left and k right eigenvectors
of the matrix (Dr - Kqr)-1/2 Eq(Dc - Kc)-1/2 .
B. Full Goal-oriented co-clusterings model (FGCC)

In Section III-A, the proposed SGCC model only takes seed
feature sets as input. This could omit other useful information.
In order to take into consideration of other features, we
further incorporate subspace learning technique. The goal of
subspace learning is to find several low-dimensional subspaces
of features. Each low-dimensional subspace relates to the
semantic of goal. In the proposed model, subspace learning
determines whether features not included in seed feature sets
should be fully or partially tied to each co-clustering.
The learning of the subspace in each co-clustering is
done by integrating dimensionality reduction with spectral co
clustering. In each co-clustering, the kernel similarity ma
trix K is computed in subspace. Each element of the ker
nel similarity matrix is calculated based on kernel function
k(W�Vri ' W�Vrj), where Wq E Rdx1q is a transformation
matrix for each co-clustering that transforms Vri E Rd from
the original space to a lower-dimensional space lq. Hilbert
Schmidt Independence Criterion (HSIC) is used to measure
non-linear dependencies between features in different co
clusterings. HSIC was introduced as a penalty term which aims
at finding subspaces as different as possible for different goal
oriented co-clusterings. Assume we have a set of n places
Vr= { Vrl) ... , vrn} and a set of m users Vc= { Vel, ... ) VCrn}.
Each Vri is a column vector in Rd that contains all features of
a place. Each Vcj is a column vector in RS that includes all
features of a user. HSIC measures the dependency between two
random variables. In this paper, HSIC measures dependency
between two different subspaces. HSIC is defined using kernel
similarity matrix K, as follows,
(4)

K1) K2 E Rnxn are kernel similarity matrix, [KIJij =
k(W�lVri) W�lVrj), [K2Ji j = k(W�2 Vri) W�2 Vri)' and
[HJi j = Oi j - n-1 , Oi j is the indicator function which takes
1 when i = j and 0 otherwise. Matrix H centers the kernel
where

(3)

similarity matrix to have zero mean in the feature subspace.
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Now we denote the co-clustering solution matrix as U with
regard to one co-clustering goal.

J

U=

�: ]

, where Uris

the place vertex partition matrix, and c is the user vertex
partition matrix. The entry [Ur1 ij = I if and only if the place
vertex Vi belongs to j-th place cluster. The object function is
as follows:

minimize
Uq,W

subject to

where

L tr(U�LqUq)

q
+A L HSIC(W�lVr, W�2 Vr)
q 1# q 2
Uq(k)TUq(s)= 0, if, k -=IW�Wq=I
U�Uq=I

Lq = D - Kq, D =

r�¥ :J

�r

(5)
S

[ riJ

follows:

Wnew =Wold exp(TWJd�WStiefed,

q

��'q ,

compute the derivative

U

[Kqlij

is the relaxed spectral clustering objective for each co
clustering and it helps to optimize cluster quality. The second
term, A L HSIC(W�lXr, W;;2 Xr), is designed to penalize

q 1# q 2

for overlaps of subspaces. Simply optimizing one of these
criteria is not sufficient to produce multiple high-quality co
clusterings. The parameter A is a regularization parameter that
controls the trade-off between these two criteria.

8tr(U�LqUq)
8kqr,i ,j

'«Jq = g�'q :�qq . To

a

we first expand trace of matrix

and then compute the derivative. Then,
written as

Kq

(8)

where exp means matrix exponential and T is the step size.
We apply a backtracking line search to find the step size
according to Armijo rule [7] to assure improvement of the
objective function at every iteration. Since the object function
is a summation of two parts, the derivatives of the two parts
can be computed separately. Denote first part of the object
function as h, h= L tr(U�LqUq). According to chain rule,
the derivative of h can be computed as

= kq(W�Vri , W�Vrj), [Drlii =
±:j Eij, [Dclii = Lj Eji, Uq(k) and Uq(s) are k-th land s
th columns of Uq respectively, Vri E Rd, Wq1 E Rdx q , and
Wq2 E Rdxlq . Wq1 and Wq2 are two transformation matri
ces. The first term in the objective function L Tr(U qTLqUq)
q

C.

Wq can be updated in the direction of the tangent space as

n

2
- '"
� uqr,'l,s
_

s=l

According to equation (4), the

.

_

at

r���

Lq Uq)
qr,'l,)

n
'"
� Uqr i

s=l

can be

, ,sUqr,j ,s,

HSIC term can be

(9)

written as,

HSIC(Wq1 TVr, Wq2Tvr)= (n -1)-2tr(Kq1HKq2H)

( 10)
where, H = [Hijln n, Hij = 6ij - lin, 6ij is the indicator
x
function which takes I when i = j and 0 otherwise. We use
linear kernel function, which means Kq = XTWqW�X.
Then derivative of kqr,ij and derivative of tr(Kq1HKq2H)
with respect to Wq can be represented as,

Full Goal-oriented co-clusterings algorithm

8kqr,ij

Now, we describe the procedure to optimize the proposed
objective function. We get the solution by iteratively optimiz
ing Uq and Wq. The optimization process contains two steps:

Wq are fixed,
Uq in each co-clustering. With the projection matrix
Wq fixed, the problem is similar to SGCC model. The solution
for Uq is
12
(6)
Uq= (Drc - Kqrc) 1/2
(D - Kq ) /

8Wq

= 26, Xij 6, x'f;Wq

( 1 1)

Step 1: Assume all subspace matrix

optimize

[

-

u

-

v

8Wq

]

2
2
(7)
A=(Dr - K qr ) 1/ E ( Dc - K qc ) 1/
Matrix
equals to the first cq left eigenvectors of matrix A,
and matrix equals to first cq right eigenvectors of matrix A.
cq is cluster number.
Step 2: Assume all Uq are fixed, optimize Wq for
each co-clustering. Matrix Wq is optimized by applying
-

8tr(Kq1HKq2H)

-

= 2XHKq2 HXTWq

( 12)

Therefore, combine equations (9), ( 1 1), and ( 12), the derivative
of objective function f with respect to Wq can be written as

u

v

gradient descent on the Stiefel manifold [5], [6] to satisfy the
orthonormality constraints, W�Wq = I. For convenience of
notation, we use f to denote objective function in Equation
(5). The gradient of the objective function is yrojected onto
the tangent space, �WStiefel = aUq - Wq(a�q )TW q. Thus,
353

�
8Wq
\

=L
q

"'

+/\ � (n

q# r

_

8tT(U�LqUq) 8Kq
8Kq
8Wq
*

_28tr(Kq1HKq2H)

I)

( 13)

8Wq

Finally, �WStiefel can be calculated with Equation ( 13), and
Wq is optimized. The algorithm is sUlmnarized in Algo-
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rithm 1.

assign a single top-level category to each place. Therefore,
ground truth of category is not available. Ground truth of
location is not available either, since different granularity (city,
state, and country) of location can result in different ground
truth.

Data Vr for place vertex, Vc for user vertex,
cluster number cq, checkin matrix E, and number of
views m;
Data: initialize Wq by clustering the features.
Input:

repeat
Step 1:

Yelp dataset: The Yelp dataset consists of 5000 businesses
5000 users and 150,328 reviews. This data is sampled from
Yelp Dataset Challenge'. Although Yelp dataset did provide
check-in information, they did not specify which user checked
in which place. Therefore, we utilized review data, since each
review record contains user information and business informa
tion. For each business, we utilized its name, postalcode, city,
state, location, category, number of reviews, number of stars.
Similar with Foursquare data, ground truth for business and
user clusters is not readily available.

For each co-clustering q, project data on
subspaces Wq, q 1, ... , m. Calculate the kernel
similarity matrix Kq. Calculate the top cq left
12
12
eigenvectors of D; / ED;;- / as u and top cq
1/2
12
right eigenvectors of D; ED;;- / as v . Follow
previous definition to compute matrix Uq.
Normalize rows of Uq to have unit length;
Step 2: Given all Uq' update Wq based on gradient
descent on the Stiefel manifold. Until Tj satisfies
Annijo condition
=

f(Xk + CXPk)

�

Six approaches are applied to present the experiment results
on two data sets. The comparison models include three state
of-art approaches: the information-theoretic co-clustering [9],
euclidean co-clustering, and minimum squared residue co
clustering.

f(Xk) + clcxkPr'l f(Xk) ;

update Wnew Woldexp(TWZi 1::,Wstiefel), where
d
1::,Wstiefel -..!!.L
Wq(..!!.L
- 8W
8W )TW q '.

until

=

"

convergence;

Algorithm 1:

-

"

Goal-oriented co-clusterings

IV.

The common way of evaluating clustering results is using
ground truth to compute cluster purity or normalized mutual
information. Since there is no such suitable ground truth
available in this paper, we proposed two indirect ways to
evaluate the proposed models.

EXPERIMENT

A. Dataset

The proposed algorithms were tested with two real world
social network datasets, Foursquare dataset and Yelp dataset.
Each dataset contains two objects, users and businesses
(places), and the relationship information between them,
check-ins (reviews).
Foursquare dataset: The Foursquare dataset contains 780
places, 881 users, and 10,285 check-ins. Check-in information
included in this dataset is obtained from a Foursquare dataset
provided by Cheng et al. [8]. This Foursquare dataset itself
does not contain any place information. It only provides web
addresses of places in Foursquare. Foursquare ID of places
can be extracted from web address. We also obtained place
information through Foursquare API by place's Foursquare ID.
For each place, we crawled its name, coordinate (latitude and
longitude), postalcode, city, state, category, country, number
of check-ins, number of users, and number of tips through
Foursquare API. To get user information from Foursquare,
we mapped user's Twitter account back to their Foursquare
account, since Foursquare provides a service that allows users
to link their Twitter accounts with Foursquare accounts. We
crawled Foursquare users' home city information and number
of tips.

Note that Foursquare has its own category hierarchy. The
hierarchy contains two levels of categories. There are 9 cate
gories in the top level and each top level category has a number
of second level categories. For example, category Arts & Enter
tainment is a top level category, it has second level categories
such as Aquarium, Art Gallery, and Casino. In Foursquare,
each place can have multiple categories, for example, Willis
Tower has categories Building, Event Space, and Historic Site.
And these category can belong to different top-level categories.
In the Willis Tower example, category Building belongs to
category Professional & other Places, and category Historic
Site belongs to category Arts & Entertainment. It's hard to
354

B. Evaluation of SGCC and FGCC Models

In order to evaluate the overall quality of the proposed
algorithms, two metrics are selected to quantify the results.
The first metric is classification based. It is an indication of
the matching degree between clusters and goals. This tells
us the performance of the algorithms toward multiple goals.
The second one is based on KL divergence. It measures the
divergence of different clusters toward a single goal. This
evaluates the fundamental clustering quality. Both evaluation
methods are presented in the following.
1) Classification based evaluation: In this section, we use
classification-based method [20] to evaluate the clustering
performance of SGCC and FGCC models. As mentioned early,
users only define goals for places. Thus, only the quality
of place clusters is evaluated versus the known goals. The
idea of this evaluation method is to test whether utilizing
clustering results of the proposed models could improve results
of classification.

The labeled classes will be used as standard to mea
sure the matching degree between clusters and goals. If the
proposed models successfully accomplished the purpose of
"Goal Orientation", the co-clustering results generated by the
proposed models would have a better classification perfor
mance compared with non-goal oriented clustering results.
Two comparisons will be made to justify the proposed meth
ods. First, we compared the SGCC and FGCC clustering
results with a baseline clustering results without goal-oriented
scheme. Specifically, K-mean clusters are selected as the
baseline results. The other comparison is made between SGCC
and FGCC. Since FGCC incorporates the subspace learning
1 Yelp

dataset can be found at http://www.yelp.comJdatasecchallenge
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Fig. 2: User place clusters

methods, it is expected that FGCC will produce results that
have even higher relevancy to the goals than SGCc.
In this evaluation, we applied the decision tree to build
classification models and conduct 10-fold cross validation to
evaluate the accuracy. n is number of class. In Figures 2(a)
and 2(b), the class labels are produced from place's location
information (city); similarly, in Figures 2(e) and 2(f), the class
labels are generated from place's category information. All
four figures show that the proposed FGCC and SGCC models
achieve significant improvement over K-means. It proves that
when goal-related features are considered in the proposed
models, it could fulfill user's expectation. Also, in all four
figures, the FGCC model outperforms the SGCC model, since
it incorporated subspace learning technique to use information
discriminatively. We can draw the conclusion from these four
figures that the proposed SGCC and FGCC models achieve
higher quality co-clusterings with respect to location and
category.

Fig. 3: Word cloud of

office

Fig. 4: Word cloud of

fitness

2) KL divergence: In this section, we evaluate the quality
of co-clusterings with KL divergence [20].
Figures 2(c), 2(d), 2(g), and 2(h) show the KL divergence
of SGCC and FGCC models. In Figures 2(c) and 2(d), KL
divergence values of place clusters of SGCC are O. For the
Foursquare dataset, in co-clusterings with regards to both loca
tion and category, FGCC model achieves higher KL divergence
value. For the Yelp dataset, in co-clustering with regards to
location, FGCC achieves higher KL divergence in totaL In co
clustering with regards to category, FGCC still achieves higher
KL divergence on place, the primary objective of the goaL
However, SGCC achieves slightly higher KL divergence in
total measure because it gives slightly better clustering results
for user. Possible reason might be that the Yelp dataset has
a weaker relationship between users and place location and
category compared with Foursquare data since Yelp users will
not write reviews for every places they have visited. In general,
FGCC obtains higher quality clustering results in almost all
cases.
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C. Case Study

In this section, we use two case studies to show how user
and place clusters produced from FGCC model can match
goals. We use another case study is to show the possibility of
utilizing co-clustering results to do social recommendations.
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frequently. It is important to notice that different city names
appeared in the same word cloud. It means that co-clustering
with regards to category produces place clusters containing
places with similar category but in different locations. It can be
very helpful in actual recommendation when a user is traveling
to a new place.

(a) NY C

2) User clusters: As a co-clustering algorithm, FGCC
model not only produce place clusters with regards to goals,
it also create user clusters with regards to clustering goals.
In this case study, we want to show that how users could be
clustered with regards to location. Figure 5 shows two user
clusters (red and blue groups). We pick 10 users from each
cluster and map these 20 users' check-in places into one map
with clusters labels. Red group users' check-ins are all located
in New York City. Most of Blue group users' checkins are
located in Chicago. The figure shows that different clusters of
users checked in at different locations. These checkin's city
information matches the city information that user provided
in their twitter account. Moreover, clustering user according
to locations could facilitate the purpose of delivering targeted
advertisements.

(b) Chicago

Fig. 5: User clusters with regards to location

3) Recommendation for a single user: Figure 6 shows
an example that the proposed algorithms could be used to
recommend locations for user. We pick one user, noted as
A, from Foursquare Dataset. He resides in New York and
most of his check-ins are in New York city. Then we pick
the user clusters containing user A from two co-clusterings,
location based (red group) and category based (blue group).
Specifically, the red check-ins are posted by other users in the
location cluster, while the blue check-ins are posted by users
in the category cluster. One recOlmnendation scenario is when
user A goes out of his resident city to a new place such as
Chicago, we can recommend places checked in by other users
in user A's category cluster. The reason is that users in user
A's category cluster have similar taste of places with user A
and they lived in Chicago. Therefore, places checked in by
these users in Chicago are more likely to attract user A.
(a) NY C

(b) Chicago

V.

Fig. 6: User recommendation

1) Place clusters: In this case study, we want to intuitively
show how place clusters produced from FGCC model can meet
category goal-oriented clustering. To help the reader get an
idea of what kind of clustering results it outputs, two cluster
results are given in this section. To show whether places in
the same cluster have similar category, we use word cloud of
places' names to represent place cluster. Usually, the name of
the place can indicate the category of this place. If the words
appears most frequently in one cluster are all indicating places
with similar category, then we have confidence that places in
this cluster have similar category. Two word clouds of these
clusters are shown in Figure 3 and 4. It can be seen in Figure
3, most places are about firm or corporate offices, because
words such as Building, HQ, Group, Corporate, office, center
are the dominant keywords in this cluster. The second place
cluster showed in Figure 4 are all related with fitness. Because
words such as Fitness, Club, Sports, Equinox appeared most
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RELATED W ORK

Co-clustering algorithm earns a lot of attentions from
research cOlmnunities in data mining and machine learning due
to its ability of clustering two types of objects simultaneously
[9], [lO], [ 1 1], [ 12], [ 13]. The co-clustering algorithm also
proves itself as a powerful data mining techinique on practical
applications such as bioinformatics [ 14], [ 15], natural language
processing [ 16], [ 17], text mining [9], [ 18], [ 19]. Dhillon
et al. [9] utilizes graph partitioning technique for the co
clustering of the bipartite graph of documents and words.
Graph partitioning technique attracts a lot of attentions, since
the intuitive objective function and elegantly approximate
problem as eigenvector problem. Therefore, a lot of researchers
develop new algorithms based on spectral graph partitioning
[4]. Shi et al. [4] integrate prior information as constraints to
spectral co-clustering framework. Only considering the relation
between rows and columns may not be enough, people start
to think about incorporating side information of rows and
columns [20], and indeed achieves certain improvement. Tradi
tional clustering algorithm identifies a single clustering. With
complex data, researchers start to design multiple clustering
algorithms which create multiple interpretations of the data.
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Niu et al. [2 1] design an algorithm which aims at finding
multiple non-redundant clusterings.

[6]

F. R. Bach and M. I. Jordan, "Kernel independent component analysis,"
J. Mach. Learn. Res., vol. 3, pp. 1-4S, Mar. 2003. [Online]. Available:
http://dx.doi.org/IO.1162/15324430376S9660S5

Caruana et al. [22] devise an approach, which did consider
the user's needs. However, the user is only allowed to select
produced clusterings of the data. This will cause a problem
when there is no suitable clusterings generated from algorithm
for user to select. Also, this paper focused on clustering
one type of objects. It is not able to handle two types of
closely related objects. In this paper, we propose to utilize user
provided data-goal-oriented features to create co-clusterings.
Considering user provided information before running the
algorithms could provide guidance for co-clusterings. Another
paper [23] also utilizes user provided information, however
their main focus is how to choose information in relational
tables to help clustering on one type of objects.

[7]

L. Armijo, "Minimization of functions having lipschitz continuous irst
partial derivatives," 1966, pp. 1-3.

[S]

Z. Cheng, J. Caverlee, K. Lee, and D. Z. Sui, "Exploring millions of
footprints in location sharing services." in ICWSM, L. A. Adamic, R. A.
Baeza-Yates, and S. Counts, Eds. The AAAI Press. [Online]. Available:
http://dblp.uni-trier.de/db/conflicwsmlicwsm201I.html#ChengCLS11

[9]

I. S. Dhillon, S. Mallela, and D. S. Modha, "Information-theoretic
co-clustering," in Proceedings of the ninth ACM SIGKDD international
conference on Knowledge discovery and data mining, ser. KDD '03.
New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2003, pp. S9-9S. [Online]. Available:
http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/956750.956764

[10]

A. Banerjee, 1. Dhillon, J. Ghosh, S. Merugu, and D. S. Modha, "A
generalized maximum entropy approach to bregman co-clustering and
matrix approximation," in Proceedings of the tenth ACM SlGKDD
international conference on Knowledge discovery and data mining, ser.
KDD '04. New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2004, pp. 509-514. [Online].
Available: http://doi.acm.orgIl0.1145/1014052.1014111

[II]

B. Long, Z. M. Zhang, and P. S. Yu, "Co-clustering by block
value decomposition," in Proceedings of the eleventh ACM SlGKDD
international conference on Knowledge discovery in data mining, ser.
KDD '05. New York, NY, USA: ACM, 2005, pp. 635-640. [Online].
Available: http://doi.acm.orgIl0.1145/IOSIS70.IOS1949

[12]

A. Banerjee, I. Dhillon, J. Ghosh, S. Merugu, and D. S.
Modha, "A generalized maximum entropy approach to bregman
co-clustering and matrix approximation," J. Mach. Learn. Res.,
vol. S, pp. 1919-19S6, Dec. 2007. [Online]. Available: http:
Ildl.acm.orgicitation.cfm?id=131449S.1314563

[13]

H. Shan and A. Banerjee, "Bayesian co-clustering," in Proceedings of
ser.
ICDM 'OS. Washington, DC, USA: IEEE Computer Society, 200S, pp.
530-539. [Online]. Available: http://dx.doi.org/IO.1109/ICDM.200S.91

V I.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the problem of goal-oriented co
clustering in social networks. We proposed a novel frame
work that integrated user provided information to produce co
clusterings according to multiple goals. The SGCC model was
proposed to take selected feature clusters as inputs and directly
create co-clusterings. Further, the FGCC model was proposed
to incorporate subspace learning technique to make full use
of all features to create co-clusterings according to multiple
goals. Evaluation on two real world datasets from Foursquare
and Yelp shows that both SGCC and FGCC models can meet
user's expectation and produce high quality co-clusterings.
Particularly, the FGCC model achieves better results since
it makes full use of all features. Case studies on place and
user clusters show that FGCC model did live up to the goal
oriented expectation. Another case study shows the possibility
that clustering results can be used in social recommendation.
Since recommendation is a highly important task in
location-based social networks and review networks, we expect
to apply the proposed models to real recommendation tasks.
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